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2  An Army Outgunned: Physics Demands a New Basic Combat Weapon

Joseph P. Avery, Ph.D.

Army, Marine Corps, and special operations forces M16s fire NATO 5.56x45 millimeter rounds over a half-century old. The services should adopt a more robust projectile and basic combat weapon system.

9  Cultural Training for Military Personnel: Revisiting the Vietnam Era

Allison Abbe, Ph.D., and Melissa Gouge

Will cultural training programs implemented in recent years survive beyond the conflicts that prompted them?

18  A Strategic-Level Intelligence Advisor’s Lessons Learned

Welton Chang

U.S. military and civilian advisors to Iraqi intelligence agencies report their best practices.

26  Turkey and the Arab Spring

Karen Kaya

Does the Arab Spring have a Turkish model in its future?

33  Inevitable Sword of Heat

Colonel John R. Culclasure, U.S. Air Force, Retired

The United States and other nations are pursuing laser weapons with future battlefields in mind.

41  Gardener-Leaders: A New Paradigm for Developing Adaptive, Creative, and Humble Leaders

Major Joseph Bruhl, U.S. Army

Leaders who think like gardeners know how to adapt, reason creatively, and approach challenges with humility.

46  The Missed Opportunity: A Critique of ADP 3-0, Unified Land Operations

Major J.P. Clark, U.S. Army

Unified Land Operations confines itself to theoretical generalities so vague that they could just as well apply to the army of some other country.
53 The Individual Ready Reserve: Reforming the Army’s Hidden Legions
Garri Benjamin Hendell

The Individual Ready Reserve can be a crucial force multiplier in an uncertain world.

58 Observations of a Strategic Corporal
Corporal Scott R. Mitchell, U.S. Army

Our thought process in reacting to contact must change. The most effective weapon in today’s environment is the shot not fired.

65 General Richard Cavazos and the Korean War, 1953: A Study in Combat Leadership
Colonel Thomas C. Graves, U.S. Army

The career of General Richard Cavazos highlights what the Army expects of a combat leader.

73 The Joy of Officership
Captain Mark Adamshick, Ph.D., U.S. Navy, Retired

Being an officer should be joyous. Officers have the daily privilege to serve the people, the platoon, the regiment, and the nation they love.
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